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FOREWORD
This Final Report provides the results obtained in the Shuttle Cryogenics Supply System
Optimization Study, NAS 9-11330, performed by Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
(LMSC) under contract to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Manned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. The study was under the technical direction of
Mr. T. L. Davies, Cryogenics Section of the Power Generation Branch, Propulsion
and Power Division. Technical effort producing these results was performed in the
period from October 1970 to June 1973.
The Final Report is published in eleven volumes*:
Volume I - Executive Summary
Volumes II, in, and IV — Technical Report
Volume VA-1 and VA-2
Math Model - Users Manual
Volume VB-1, VB-2, VB-3,
and VB-4 Math Model - Programmers Manual
Volume VI - Appendixes
The LMSC Staff participants are as follows:
Study Manager L. L. Morgan




Integrated Systems " H. L. Jensen
Component Analyses B. R. Bullard
F. L. Bishop
*The Table of Contents for all volumes appears in Volume I only. Section 12
in Volume HI contains the List of References for Volumes I through IV.
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INTRODUCTION
SOPSA (Shuttle Orbit Injection Propulsion System Analysis) is a computer
program developed by Lockheed Missiles & Space Company to aid in the
preliminary design of propellant feed systems for the Space Shuttle Orbiter
main engines. The primary purpose of the program is to evaluate propellant
tank ullage pressure requirements imposed by the need to accelerate pro-
pellants rapidly during the engine start sequence. These requirements can
influence the system design for a given engine as well as the suitability
of a given system for use with different engines. During the vehicle design
phase, the SOPSA program is used to establish feed system weight variations
as a function of nominal line diameter and component and line configurations.
The weight data are used in conjunction with pertinent cost data to
establish optimum feed system designs.
The SOPSA program will generate parametric feed system pressure histories
and weight data for a range of nominal feedline sizes. This is accomplished
by evaluating tank ullage pressure requirements during the startup phase using
the constraints of engine inlet pressure (or NPSP) requirements and instantan-
eous values of feedline flow resistance. Program flexibility has been incorp-
orated to allow for engine start on the ground or at altitude, computations for
oxidizer, fuel, or both oxidizer and fuel feedlines, and a multiple restart
capability requiring restart data input only for quantities whose values have
changed from the previous case.
As illustrated in the main program flow diagram, Figure 1, the SOPSA program
utilizes a simple, in-line computational sequence to solve for the propellant
tank ullage pressure requirements. Input data describe the number of main
propellant feedline sizes to be considered, and the number of engine feedlines
attached to each main feedline (i.e., the number of branch lines feeding each










COMPUTE PRESSURE DROPS DUE





VALUES OF ENGINE INLET
. PRESSURES *
COMPUTE TOTAL FEEDLINE
WEIGHTS FOR EACH LINE SIZE
WRITE OUTPUT DATA.9
NO
NOTE: THESE CALCULATIONS ARE PERFORMED AS A FUNCTION OF TIME FOR EACH
CANDIDATE LINE SIZE.
Fig. 1 SOPSA Main Program Flow Diagram
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engine). The number and type of components in each line are described, with
up to 23 line components currently being available. These components include
straight and curved line sections, valves, bellows, venturi's and PVC's.
(The program computes component weights and flow resistance coefficients and
display total values for each line as part of the output data.) Engine
flowrate, KPSP and thrust profiles during the startup transient are also
input. In addition propellant tank geometry and propellant and vehicle
weights are required, along with input data control flags and miscellaneous
boundary conditions.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the program will compute the various pressure drop
components needed to evaluate tank pressure requirements during engine start.
These calculations are performed for each candidate main feedline size (engine
feedlines sizes assumed fixed) as a function of time throughout the start
transient. Feedline weights are computed based on the maximum value of
engine inlet pressure, the maximum value of tank bottom pressure, or an input
design pressure, whichever is greatest.
The output data display consists of reformatted input data, feedline flow
resistance coefficients, time-varying values of the pressure drop components
due to hydrostatic head, flow acceleration, and line friction and configuration
losses. Computed values of nominal and minimum required values of tank ullage
pressure are displayed, as well as tank bottom and engine inlet pressures.
Total feedline system weights are also output for each candidate main feedline
size.
In summary, the present SOPSA capabilities are as follows:
• Performs pressure drop calculations for up to four engines per
main feedline
• Handles up to 12 candidate main feedline sizes per engine
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
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« Computes component weight and flow resistance for up to 100
components in each feedline
• Input options available to describe 23 types of components,
7 material types, and 6 insulation types
• Operates on the UNIVAC 1108 computer utilizing the EXEC 8
operating system
• Approximate computer run time is 6 seconds per case
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
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Section 1
SOPSA PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEM ANALYSIS PROGRAM
A major consideration in the design of propellant tanks and feed systems for
the Space Shuttle Orbiter vehicle is the requirement that propellants be
accelerated rapidly during the engine start sequence. Propellant tank
structural design is influenced by the maximum ullage pressure levels required
to provide sufficient flow acceleration, as well as hydrostatic pressure .
levels incurred during boost. Flow acceleration requirements, in turn, are
dictated by pressure levels required to provide specified propellant flowrates
at the engine during startup, while simultaneously satisfying minimum NPSP
and inlet pressure requirements. Propellant feed system weights and flow
resistance are influenced by component size and design pressure levels.
Thus optimization of feed system design requires values of tank ullage
pressure as a function of feedline diameter as well as feed system weight.
The SOPSA program is designed to compute required pressure values and feed
system weights for a range of main feedline diameters.
1.1 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Required values of propellant tank ullage pressures during engine start are
determined by the pressures required to accelerate the propellant at the rate
necessary to supply required flowrates at the engine. A proper accounting of
the system pressure drops yields the following relation for ullage pressure
requirement at any time during the start transient:
=
 Pmin - ^t) + *PF(t) + APACC(t) + P_ : (1)
Head
s
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PNPSP = En§ine NPSP requirement
PVAP = ProP6!!3-11^ vapor pressure at engine inlet
= Minimum engine inlet pressure
=
 Hydrostatic pressure at engine inlet due to vehicle
acceleration
= Pressure drop due to friction in main feedline and
engine feedlines'
.
 c = Pressure drop required to accelerate propellant to meet
the specified flowrate variation during startup
= Component pressure control tolerance
The pressure control tolerance is generally interpreted to be a combined
tolerance on ullage pressure controls and engine inlet requirements.
Equation (l) is solved for an assumed feedline configuration employing a
single main feedline for each propellant with up to four branching engine
feedlines. This arrangement is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. Feed
systems employing dual main feedlines can be analyzed by restarts or separate
runs. Currently, the program is restricted to consider liquid oxygen as the
oxidizer and liquid hydrogen as the fuel. An input data flag (SYSMJM) is
used to specify whether computations are to be performed for the oxidizer
system, fuel system or both feed systems. A ground start flag (NGST) is
used to distinguish between engine start on the ground (g/gQ = 1.0) or at
altitude (g/g = Total Thrust/Vehicle Mass) for purposes of hydrostatic
head computations.
6
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Fig. 2 Propellant Feed System Schematic
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1.1.1 Feedline Configuration Description
It is assumed that a single main feedline (for a given propellant) supplies
fluid up to four engine feedlines. The number of engine feedlines is denoted
by the integer NEL (NEL = 1, 2, 3 or U). The feedline components are numbered
sequentially beginning at the propellant tank outlet; the type of component
in the sequence is denoted by an identification number. The maximum number
of components in each main feedline is 100. The maximum number of components
in each engine feedline is also 100.
In addition to the identification number, each component may also require
specification of material type as well as additional configuration data.
Thus the component specification input data fields will generally include
the following data:
• Identification Number
• Material Type Flag
• Insulation Type Flag
• Configuration Specification (l)
• Configuration Specification (2)
The types of components currently available, their identification numbers,
and auxiliary specification requirements are listed in Table 1-1. The material
and insulation flags are defined in Tables 1-2 and 1-3. Input data descriptions
for components.3-8 are provided in Figs. 3 through 8.
1.1.2 Propellant Tank Configuration Description
Propellant tank geometry is described by nine linear dimensions, as shown in
Fig. 9- It is assumed that the oxidizer tank is forward of the fuel tank,
and that the tanks are cylindrical with spheroidal or ellipsoidal domes. It
is also assumed that a single, common bulkhead separates the oxidizer tank
from the fuel tank.
8

















.CURVED LINE SECTION (BEND)
COMPOUND "U" ELBOW
NINETY-DEGREE OFFSET BEND











BUTTERFLY VALVE, MEDIUM WEIGHT
BUTTERLY VALVE, HEAVY WEIGHT^ )
BUTTERLY VALVE, EXTRA HEAVY WEIGHT
POPPET VALVE, MEDIUM WEIGHT^2)
POPPET VALVE, HEAVY WEIGHT ^
POPPET VALVE, EXTRA HEAVY WEIGHT
BALL VISOR VALVE
DISCONNECT
U-PIN TIE ROD BELLOWS
PIN OR HINGE JOINT BELLOWS
EXTERNAL GIMBAL BELLOWS (W/0 LINER)
EXTERNAL GIMBAL BELLOWS (WITH LINER)
INTERNAL GIMBAL BELLOWS (W/0 LINER)
PRESSURE-VOLUME COMPENSATOR
INTERNAL BALL-STRUT BELLOWS
NOTES: (l) CONFIGURATIONS DEFINED IN FIG. 3
(2) MODULATION, SHUTOFF, FILL, ISOLATION VALVES
(3) PRESSURE REGULATORS, FLOW CONTROLS AND MIX VALVES
(4) SOLENOID AND BALL VALVES
(5) ALL DIMENSIONS IN FEET, LENGTHS ARE TOTAL CURVILINEAR CENTERLINE LENGTHS
(6) SUMP WEIGHT IS NOT COMPUTED
(l) THIS OPTION NOT CURRENTLY IMPLEMENTED

















































































































NA •' INSULATION THICKNESS
BEND RADIUS INSULATION THICKNESS
BEND RADIUS INSULATION THICKNESS
BEND RADIUS INSULATION THICKNESS
























































ORES Vacuum Jacketed Line













Double Alum. Mylar/Silk Net (50-60 L/In)
Double Gold Mylar/Silk Net (50-60 L/In)
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Fig. 3 Inputs For Curved Line Section
Fig. ^ Inputs For Compound "U" Elbow
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Fig. 6 Inputs for "Z" Bend
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VP.
Fig. 7 Inputs For Gradual Expansion
Fig. 8 Inputs For Contraction
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Fig. 9 Propellent Tank Configuration Definition
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1.2 INPUT DATA
The input deck structure is designed so that several cases may be processed
during one run. Also, only the data groups which vary from one case to the
next need be input. The input data consist of two header cards followed by
16 input groups (l.G.'s). The data input sequence is as follows:
• Case Title Card (First Header Card)
• Input Data Flags (Second Header Card)
• Feed System Configuration Descriptions (l.G.'s 1-5)
• Fixed Input Data (l.G.'s 6, 1 and 8)
• Time-Varying Imput Data (I.G.'s 9-15)
• Restart Card (l.G. 16)
The overall organization of the input data deck is illustrated in Fig. 10.
The case title card contains an alphanumeric description whose contents are
determined by the user. The input data flag card contains a series of 16
integer digits corresponding to the 16 input data groups. A one (l) in the
position corresponding to a given input group indicates that data cards for
that group are present in the data deck. A zero (o) indicates that data for
that group are not present, so that data from a previous case are to be used
in computations for the current case. Thus all the input data flags must
equal to one (l) for the first case. (Note that for the final case in a
run the value of the data flag for l.G. l6 must be equal to one (l) so that the
program will read the restart card.) Both header cards (the title card and
the data flag card) must be input for each case.
The input data describing the propellant feed system configuration include
the number of main and engine feedline sizes to be considered, the number of
engines on the vehicle, the number of time points for which transient start
data will be input and the ground start flag. These are followed by data
describing the tank and feedline configurations, as discussed in sections 1.1.1
and 1.1.2 above.
16
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Fig. 10 Input Data Deck Organization
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Fixed input data include values of loaded propellant masses, nominal (steady-
state) values of propellant flowrates and engine thrust, propellant temperatures
at the engine inlet and the liquid surface in the tank, and the engine inlet
pressure tolerance.
Time-varying inputs are used to describe the variation of engine flowrate,
thrust and NPSP requirements during the start transient. Additional inputs
which are also time-dependent include data describing minimum engine inlet
pressure requirements, partial-pressures of propellant tank pressurant gas,
and pressurant gas inlet temperatures.
The definitions of input data quantities and input data formats are provided
on the format sheets shown in Appendix A. The format for the title card is
FORTRAN 7A6; the format for the input data flag card is FORTRAN l6ll; the
format for the feedline configuration data is FORTRAN (3l6, 3E12.8). The
formats for the remaining input data are either FORTRAN ((6E12.8)) for
floating point data or FORTRAN ((1216)) for integer data.
1.3 INPUT DECK SETUP
The input deck consists of a set of control cards, a set of input data, and
an end-of-run (FIN) card. The set of input data cards is arranged as shown in
Fig. 10. Thus, the deck setup for a complete run is as shown on Fig. 11.
Use of the deck configuration shown in this figure assumes that the program
deck has already been compiled and placed on a mass storage file under the
name S0PSA. The control cards illustrated apply to usage on the UNIVAC 1108
computer operating under the EXEC 8 control system.
l.V CONTROL CARDS
Control cards required to operate the SOPSA program consist of those cards
necessary to assign and execute program storage files under the appropriate
control system. The control statements required for operation on the UNIVAC
18
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IWPC{T DATA
|VAS6,
Fig. 11 Input Deck Setup
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1108, EXEC 8 system have been described in Section 1.3.
1.5 OUTPUT DATA
Sample output data for S0PSA are shown in Table 2-^ . An accompanying
description of output quantities is provided in Section 2.2.
1.6 ERROR MESSAGES
No diagnostic error messages are currently provided in the £|0PSA program.
1.7 RESTRICTIONS
Input data restrictions occur as a result of dimension limits on program
variables and output data formatting limits. These limits apply primarily
to descriptions of -the feedline configuration and the propellant tank
configuration, as described in Sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2.
In addition, the number of time points used to describe transient input data
is restricted to a maximum of 21 (cf. input groups 9-15, Appendix A).
20




In order to illustrate the application of the SOPSA program, a sample problem
has been set up utilizing a feed system configuration typical of those
designed for the external fuil tanks for the Space Shuttle orbit injection
propulsion system. The feed system configurations are shown in Figs. 12 and
13. Corresponding lists of feedline components are given in Tables 2-1 and
2-2. Values of input data parameters required to describe these components
are also listed. These parameters are obtained from the component characteris-
tics listed in Table 1-1.
2.1 INPUT DATA LISTING
A listing of an input data deck for the feed system described above is shown
in Table 2-3. For purposes of illustration each card has been labeled in
columns 73-80. Definitions of individual input quantities can be obtained by
referring to the input data formats given in Appendix A. It may be seen from
Table 2-3 that a restart case has been added at the end of the first case
(IG9^  = 1 at end of first case). In the data for the second case only a single
input group has been changed (l.G. 13) so that only new values of data for
this group are provided (i.e., revised values of PENMNj^  and PENMNH).
2.2 OUTPUT DATA LISTING
Output for the first case of the sample problem is listed in Table 2-U.
A listing of several of the fixed input data quantities is shown on the first
page, along with computed values of tank surface areas and liquid head heights.
Tank and feedline configuration input data are listed on the next three pages.
The feedline data listing also includes computed values of line lengths and
21
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flow resistance coefficients (K-factors). On the next page are listed values
of time-varying input data quantities as defined in the input data formats.
Computed values of various significant transient feed system parameters are
presented on the next page. These include the time derivative of propellant
flowrates (WDD^ T), total vehicle weight, thrust-to-weight ratio (always
equal to one for a ground start), hydrostatic pressure head at the engine
inlet (DELPHD), incremental propellant usage (PR#P-0-INCR and PR0P-F INGE),
cumulative propellant used (PR^ P-T^ DT CUM) and minimum inlet pressure require-
ments at the engine inlet (PENG jZXID and PENG FUEL). The latter quantities
may differ from input values of PENMN0 and PENMNH if the sum of propellant
vapor pressure plus engine NPSP is higher than these input quantities.
The next two blocks of output contain computed values of the increment in
pressure required to accelerate the propellant to meet specified flowrate
requirements (£P. ) for the main feedlines. This is followed by two similar
AOO
output blocks displaying computed values of main feedline pressure drops due
to line friction .and configuration losses. The next two pages of output
contain similar data for the engine feedlines.
This is followed by a printout of the nominal propellant tank ullage pressures
required in the two feed systems. These pressure values reflect only the
requirement implied by the solution of Equation (l), Section 1.1. Thus the
nominal requirements may be less than the ullage pressure required to
suppress propellant boiling, as shown in the output for the oxidizer tank.
The next output block contains a listing of several intermediate quantities.
These include, in order,
• Propellant vapor pressure at the liquid surface (ULLVAP)
• Minimum ullage pressure required for main feedline No. 1 (MINULL)
• Tank bottom pressure for feedline No. 1 (TNKB0T)
• Line head pressure components (LINKED)
• Tank Ullage Volumes (ULLV0L)
22
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• Tank head heights (TNKHED)
• Ullage vapor weights
The nominal ullage pressure requirements are checked against the vapor pressure
requirements in the propellant tank and revised, if necessary, to produce
minimum required values of ullage pressure. These values are printed in the
next two output blocks for oxygen and hydrogen feed systems, respectively.
Revised tank bottom pressures (based on minimum required ullage pressures)
are output in the succeeding two output blocks.
The recomputed values of engine inlet pressures (using final minimum ullage
pressure values) are then printed out.
The final output block contains a summary of total feedline and insulation
weights for each of the candidate main feedline sizes. It should be noted
that zero-values for insulation weights are shown for the hydrogen system,
since a vacuum-jacketed feed system was specified.
23





Fig. 12 Oxygen Feed System - Ort>iter




Fig. 13 Hydrogen Feed System - Orbiter
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Table 2-1




Eng. Line No. 1
Eng. Line No. 1
Eng. Line No. 2
Eng. Line No. 2
Eng. Line No. 3
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Table 2-2
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Table 2-2 (Cent.)
OXYGEN FEED SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
SECTION
Eng. line No. 1
Eng. Line No. 2
Eng. Line No. 3
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Table 2-3
SOPSA INPUT DATA LISTING
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Table 2-3
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Table 2-3
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Table 2-k
SOPSA OUTPUT DATA USTTNG
SAMPLE -CAS5._-_ORB.ITER .0«OA«-.LOSLeENMN..
INPUT 3ATA FOR START TRANSIENT PROBLEM CONSIDERED JN THIS ANALYSIS,
THE MUMBEH OF 1.1 ^  SIZES TO BE CONSIDERED IS 15
THE PROBLEM CONSIDERS BOTH OXIDJZER *NO FUEL FEED SYSTEMS
..THE NUMBER OF ENGINES FOR THE VEHICLE IS ........ 3
THE NUMBER OF ENGINES FOR EACH FEED SySTEM IS 3
THE VOMINAL OXIDJZER ^LOW RATE JS tt'4,00 LBS/SEC
..THC- .NOMINAL FUEL FLOW RATE IS 1«9,QU UBS/SEC
THE VEHICLE LOADED WEIGHT IS 35032&0,00 LBS
THE NOMINAL THRUST FO^ EACH ENGJNE IS 470000,00 LBS
THE BULK OXlOi ENCINE INLET TtMPERATURE IS 162, 90. DEC, R
THE 9UL* FUEL ENGINE INLET TEMPERATURE IS 37,00 DEGi»
THE COMPONENT PR;S5UH£. TOLFRANCE IS 3iOO PSI
-THE 0X10. HEAD HEIGHT IN THE TANK IS- 51,784 FT
THE OXID, HEAD HEIGHT IN TWtFEED LINE IS 99,500 FT
THE: FUCL HF.AD HEIGHT IN THE TANK js 96,186 FT
THE FurL HEAD HEIGHT IN THE FEED LINE is n9,5ooFT..
THE INITIAL ULLAGE VO.UME IN THE OXlDjZE^ TANK JS 608,cU,FT
THE INITIAL ULLAGE VO.UME IN THE FUEL TA^K IS 1784, CU.FT
• THE -INITIAL OX IDUE-K ...OAOJNC.. JS. 1743858, LBS ------------------------
THE INI T I A L FUEL LOADING IS 29o6«3i LBS
THE EXTERNAL SURFACE AREA OF THE DRO? TANK IS 13693.1 SQ, FT,
THE EXTeRNAU SURFACE AREA OF THt LOX/LH2 BULKHEAD -IS H60, 2 -SO, -F-T_,_.
THE TOTAL SUHFAC£ AREA IS THF.REFORE 14.8l3t4 SQ, FT,
THE OXYGEN FEEDLJNE DESIGN PRESSURE IS ,00000000 PSJ
..THE-MYt3R06EN.-FEE3LtNE_OESJfiN_FRESSURE_45_, 000000.00 __ PSJ ________
32























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































COMPONENT DESCRIPTORS FOR ENGINE OXYGEN FEEOUINE NUMBER i





20 0 0 .0000
3, .-..- 2 5 3,800
20 0 0 ,0000









COMPONENT DESCRIPTORS FOR ENGINE OXYGEN FEEDUINE NUMBER 2

































DESCRIPTORS FOR ENGINE' OXYGEN FEEOLtNE NUMBER 3











































COMPONENT DESCRIPTORS FOR «AjN HYDROGEN FEEOLINE
































































































COMPONENT TYPE MATj., INSUL SPECl SPEC2 ' Sp£C3
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Table 2-4






9 ... 7 _________ 0 ________ l i O O O ______ 1.350
20 0 0 ,0000 ,0000
3 7 0 3,140 1,300
20 ... -0.... ....... -...-0 ____ ,0000 ____ -.0000
15 0 0 ,0000 ,0000
COMPONE*LDESCRIPIOBS_EQR



































COMPONENT TYPE MATU: INSUL SPECl
1 20
2 3
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SOPSA OUTPUT DATA LISTING ( CONT'D)
- . -..... ' SAMPLE-CASE^ ....". .ORB 1 TEH I O « Q A , .UCM..PE-NriN""..: ..:._..._
-PRESSURE-.* ND. VOLUME. VALUjS . FOR FLUID- VA?0>U31N, jLLAGE.I.ANK_.BOTTCMjJ.lNfc .HEADj.ULLAGE_WLUMEi TANK. HEAD .HEI?HT_AN.O_yLUt,l_«EIftHI
TRANS, ULLVAP JLLVA* MJNULL MJNULL TNKBOT TNKBOT LINHED LINHEO ULLVOL ULLVOL TNKHED TN<HED ULLWCT ULLWGT



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SOPSA OUTOUT DATA LISTING ( COWT'D)
SAMPIF f.ASF . HDRlTEB fUfU. LOW PFNMw <, FFFD SYSTEM WFI6HTS
MAIN ENGINE FEEQUINE WEIGHTS TOTAL ENGINE MAIN
PeEDLINCi ' . FKP.INF MAIN FFEDLtNF. FEEDL1NF TOTAL
PROPELLANt DIAMETER ^INE LINE LINE LINE FEEOLJNE PEEDL1NE INSULATION INSULATION FEED SYSTEM




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SOPSA OUTPUT DATA LISTING (CONT'D)






. TABLE OP FEED LINE DATAOXIDIZER LINES FUEL LINES
DIAMETER LENGTH K-FACTOR DIAMETER LENGTH K-FACTOH





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































..COMPONENT TYPE M.A.TU IN5UL
1 i 0 0


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SOPSA OUTPUT DATA LISTING (CONT'D)
SAMOI c r.ASP _ nRBtTCo ruriA. uitr.u PPMMKI
PRESSURE- AND VOLUME VALUgS-FOR FLUIO-.VAPOBiJUN,UuUCE,TANK_BOTTOMi.LlNE HEAIUULLACE-WJLUME^TAjNK-HEAQJtlCHt-ANJ^ULlAuE-WflPHl


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
LMSC-A9&1396
NAM. OAT. LOCKH'iiED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION ^«M*. P.«U.
CK.CW TITL<I CASE TITLE CARD kw.1
A.,*-™* HEADER CARD NO. 1 *.*»t N..
Analysis title card contains heading which is printed on output.
This card must be included as the first card of each case.
Format (7A6)
O«««<I««BIII B B M B B C B B B I I I B D M B a n a a TO!M n n M n a n i i T t B
' CMIT
a m m u a u m a i u B B n a » i 7 B a » t i o o M » « r a a 7t|?i nnumurnimi
OMIT
i i i 4 i i i i i M|II u U H i i n 11 it ttalu B a x a a n a a a i n B B X B B P B acjii ao««4in««Bjii B B M B B n B B « > < i a a w u H i i a i i T i h i Tinii n 717771 TIB
•
CMIT
l i t i
» «• ma mm alti ••«••!)• •nit e a w • • n • * njii n n n n tin HUB
MCO SJJA A-2-
LMSC-A991396
OAT. LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
TITUB
INPUT DATA FLAG CARD
HEADER CARD NO. 2
This card contains 16 integer flags corresponding to the 16 input data
groups which follow. If IP(lG) = 1, Data Group IG is to be read in; if
IP(l6) = 0 or blank, Data Group IG is not present.
FORMAT (1611) • • • - - . -
NOTE: THIS CARD MUST BE INCLUDED AS
THE SECOND CARD IN EACH CASE
i « i» an a a » « » n a a a > i a a * » a B a a « i •««••«•• BIII B o M » » D • • nki o o x • • r • • nii n 71 14 n » n n n »
OMIT
i i 4i i i i i n|ti « u w u u n n n «lji a D * n » n a a »'n a » » » « o » » «'n c « « « • o • • »l«i u n « » • n • • • «i B o M B » n • • xjn n n n i s n n r . n a
OMIT
i a]ii ii u M n N n ii it ain a n » a a n a a aln a BM a a B a a «4i a a « • • n • • ajii a o M u • n a a em a n M u M 17 a it «|n n n n n n n n n m
CMIT




MAMS DAT* LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
TITI
-« FEED SYSTEM PARAMETERS
INPUT GROUP 1
P.O.
T E M P . PCMU.
hU4*l
•(•part Mo.
NML - Number of main feedline sizes to be considered (up to 12)
NEL - Number of engine feedline attached to each main line (up to h)
"SYSNUM - If 1, program computes for OXID, feedlines only.
WSIZE
- If 2, program computes for fuel feedlines only.
- If 3, program computes for both feedlines.
- Total number of feedlines per tank - NEL + NML
WOP ' - Number of engines FED by a main f e'edline
NOP1 - Number of engines on vehicle
NPTS - Number of time points being considered in analysis (up to 20)
NGST - Ground start flag (NGST = 2 for ground start)
Format ((1216)). (All inputs right adjusted)
/NEL
1 1 1 4 I 1
NML




11 M II M 17 II
NOP
n a!n a a M
NOPI




n a a «U a «««««7««»|iiBiJi4Bana»BliiBiii t is«ii7B»7«|;i n n x n u n into
T0TLM0 - Total length of oxygen main feedine, ft.
T0TLMH - Total length of hydrogen main feedline, ft.
F0EMAT (( 6E12.8))
T^ CJMLH
i M n n n n it »|n 0n«a»naaaji i i i i»iaaDaa«|i i «<!«««««• •!« BOM** t i a a t t U o u M U M i i an n|n n n n n n n n n m
OMIT
H|II u n M n M 17 M n •!)> n D M • a n a • ajii n a M a a o • a cjii a o M • • o • • Ji i B B M a a r a a > k i i > B M « a < 7 B i i n |n n n n n n t i x n m
PONM MIO »»1A
LMSC-A991396




EQLR.1 - Lengths and Radii of tank sections (see Fig. 9)
Format ((6E12.8)) •
EQLRl (.1) EQLRl (2) EQLRl (3) 3QLR1 (4) EQLRl $5) ' EQLRIl (6)
'EQLRI (7) EQLRl (8) EQLRl (9)
•
CMIT
i itlii u u M * M n u n H|II n a » a • n • • ajn o a • a a o • a «J«i« a • • • o • « alii • a H • • n • • >iit a a H u • i' • • n|n nnnnnnnna
i i II unNHait MnanaanaanaB
OMIT







OATC LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
TITU
" OXIDIZER FEEDLINE CONFIGURATION
INPUT GROUP 3
*.„
T K M P . e>inu.
Ue4.l
Report No.
MIDMLO - TOTAL NUMBER OF COMPONENTS IN" MAIN OXYGEN FEEDLINE (UP TO 100)
MIDELO(NL)- TOTAL NUMBER OF COMPONENTS IN ENGINE OXYGEN'
FEEDLINE NUMBER NL (UP TO 100)
IDMLO - COMPONENT TYPE FLAG FOR MAIN OXYGEN 'LINE
IMMLO - COMPONENT MATERIAL FLAG FOR MAIN OXYGEN LINE
IIMLO - COMPONENT INSULATION FLAG FOR MAIN OXYGEN LINE
IMLO - SUBSCRIPT DENOTING COMPONENT POSITION IN MAIN
OXYGEN FEEDLINE (IMLO = 1 AT TANK BOTTOM)
IELO(NL)-SUBSCRIPT DENOTING COMPONENT POSITION IN ENGINE
OXYGEN FEEDLINE (EELO(NL) = MIDELO(NL) AT INLET TO ENGINE NO NL)
SP1MLO(I),SP2MLO(I),SP3MLO(I) - COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS (SEE MANUAL) '
OPD(K),K=I,NEL - DIAMETERS OF OXYGEN ENGINE FEEDLINES (INCHES)
OPD(K),K-NEL+1,NSIZE - CANDIDATE DIAMETERS OF MAIN OXYGEN FEEDLINE (INCHES)
















B » n s a » «r »»»»»»» J. i«««««c7«««|i iai i» l»i. !!>•»•«. B0e .o«n««» | i inn M »»n ii n»
FORMAT(3l6,3E12.8)
COMPONENT DESCRIPTOR CARDS FOR MAIN FEEDLINE
(THERE MUST BE MIDML0 OF THESE CARDS)/
f
H












n a o M « » P • > <4« «
P-i
CO
a 44 • • 41 « « tjn a n Mu * w » > Jii u a w o a i) a n n|n n n H n n n » n n
FORMAT (3l6,3E12.8)
COMPONENT DESCRIPTOR -CARDS FOR EACH ENGINE FEEDLINE
(THERE MUST BE MIDEL0(NL) OF THESE CARDS FOR



























NAMB OAT« LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
TIT IB
Chock** QXIDIZER FEEDLINE CONFIGURATION
INPUT GROUP 3 (Continued)
Oxidizer Feedline Diameter Cards
Format ((6E12.8)) ' NSIZE
 s NEL + NML
OPD (1)
I I > 4 I I > I I »\\\ 1 !
• • •
i x u » n i t t f » i j i n n »
OPD(NEL)
B a n a a a l n a a n a B
4 "FWVTWR KKKHT.TTTF! nTflMRT'FRR ., »
OPD(NEI>1)





A^. MAIN- 'PKRDT.TPre DTAlvrRTRRR . k.
n n n n n n n m
CMIT
itiiiiiii M|II u a M ii mi UN »|n u » * lanaaalnaBMaa a a aojit •««••«• •BJIIBBH ••!>•• »ti a an ••n«»n|7i
CMIT















MIDMLH - TOTAL NUMBER OF COMPONENTS IN MAIN HYDROGEN FEEDLINE (UP TO 100)
MIDELH(NL) - TOTAL NUMBER OF COMPONENTS IN ENGINE HYDROGEN
FEEDLINE NUMBER NL (UP TO 100)
IDMLH - COMPONENT TYPE FLAG FOR MAIN HYDROGEN- LINE
IMMLH - COMPONENT MATERIAL FLAG FOR MAIN HYDROGEN LINE
IIMLH - COMPONENT INSULATION FLAG FOR MAIN HYDROGEN LIME
IMLH - SUBSCRIPT DENOTING COMPONENT POSITION IN MAIN
HYDROGEN FEEDLINE (IMLH = 1 AT TANK BOTTOM)
IBLH(NL)-SUBSCRIPT DENOTING COMPONENT POSITION IN ENGINE
HYDROGEN FEEDLINE (lELH(NL) = MIDELH(NL) AT INLET TO ENGINE NO,NL
SP1MLH(I),SP2MLH(I),SP3MLH(1) - COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS (SEE MANUAL)
HPD(K),K=l jNEL- DIAMETERS OF HYDROGEN ENGINE FEEDLINES (INCHES)HPD(K),K=NEL+I,NSIZE - CANDIDATE DIAMETERS OF MAIN HYDROGEN FEEDLINE (INCHES)













I I I !
FORMAT (3l6,E12.8)
COMPONENT DESCRIPTOR CARDS FOR MAIN FEEDLINE



















COMPONENT DESCRIPTOR CARDS FOR EACH ENGINE.
FEEDLINE (THERE MUST BE MIDELH(NL) OF THESE


























OATB LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION TBMP.
TITLK FUEL FEEDLINE CONFIGURATION
INPUT GROUP k (CONTINUED)
*•?** N«.
Fuel Feedline Diameter Cards
FORMAT ((6E12.8)) NSIZE = NEL + NML/
HPD(l) • • •
a u t » « u m i » l j i n n j «
HPD(NEL)
m u a » a J ( n a a u m




n M n n n n n a
J ^MATW frRRnT.TWR nTAMET'RRF! •>
OMIT
i i i « I I i I i M|II no «m« "«"»!»!«>» ««•"» n B »»•• r« •••! o •».«•• r •» «ii n n n n n n n n u
OMIT
i t i 4 i i i i i«hinuMiiHnuna|iiBBiiaanaaa|iiaaBaaBaai •<!•••In annaanaaan\ a n n u m > i m m n p i n n u n n n n n a
OMIT
i i IUIIM ti an MI* a|flaBMaanaaa|iiBa«aaaBit 0(41 •«•&•«•& a!tiaaMaaBBBMluBBMaan«a n|n nai t t tnnnnm
__ .
FORM UIO «)tA
DAT! LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION T«MP.
P.,.
TITU«
FEEDLINE HEIGHTS AND DESIGN
PRESSURES - INPUT GROUP 5 R»port No.
OXHTLN - FEEDLINE HEAD HEIGHT ABOVE ENGINE INLET, OXID, (FT)
HYHTLN - FEEDLINE HEAD HEIGHT ABOVE ENGINE INLET,FUEL, (FT)
PDLO - OXYGEN FEEDLINE DESIGN PRESSURE (OPTIONAL) , (FSl)
PDLH - HYDROGEN FEEDLINE DESIGN PRESSURE (OPTIONAL) (PSl)
NOTE: A FACTOR OF SAFETY OF 2.5 IS APPLIED BY THE
PROGRAM TO THE ABOVE PRESSURES IN THE COMPUTATION
OF LINE WALL THICKNESSES, IF (PDLO,PDLH),LE,Oj PROGRAM
USES MAXIMUM TANK BOTTOM PRESSURE OR ENGINE INLET PRESSURE.
FORMAT ((6E12.8))/
0XHTLN HYHTLN PDL0 PDLH
0 > • «M1 4Z O 44 <S * <1 •• »!ii v u M M M 17 n » nlii o o u o « IT u 0 »|n n n H n i t » » n «
OMIT
i nii u u un if i) ii i i»n a a »a »n»a»i i Bn x a » n » » « « i « u u « « n « u«J«i iJii i < n ) t n i i n «
OMIT
i m\ii u ii uit M it M it B|II a a » a ana a MX a a M » » P a »«H<I a a**aa*m mu a<4" »|na n n u m u m m  n n t t t t n i m n m
A-10
HAMK OATI LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION TEMP.
TITUB
INITIAL WEIGHTS
INPUT GROUP 6 No.
LQAD01 - LOADED WEIGHT OF OXIDIZER, LB.
LOADH1 - LOADED WEIGHT OF FUEL, LB.
VWGTN - TOTAL VEHICLE WEIGHT AT IGNITION, LB.
FORMAT ((6E12.8))
L0AD01 . Lj^DHl
i HUM ii nna,iiaaM
VWGTN
sanaaa!n sa»aa |n o o « a • o « • B|II n u M » »»7 a » »»i o D M o • i? o o n\rn  u n n » n n •
,OMIT
i a u u it n i) ii » ajn aaaaanaaai'nBaMaaiia a Jii aa«««aa«a|n an M»iiua»iitiiuawuaiian n|n n n H n n n n n «
OMIT
i nhi u u M n H n M n iln a a a aa n a a Jii a a a a a a a a t^n • a«««a««niiaBMaMiiaamiiaBMaaiiaa njn nnnnnnitnm
OATC LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPOKATION
TITL« STEADY-STATE
ENGINE CONDITTQTJR
INPUT GROUP 7 Na.
WDOTNO - OXIDIZER NOMINAL FLOW RATE FOR SINGLE ENGINE (LBS/SEC)
WDOTNH - FUEL NOMINAL FLOW RATE FOR SINGLE ENGINE . (LBS/SEC)
FNOM. - NOMINAL THRUST FOR SINGLE ENGINE . (LBS)
FORMAT ((6E12.8))/
WD0TN0 WD0TNH
u <4 ii MII it Ha inan*
FM^M
a a n a a Jji r D x » »...i........*.......^ .... *.........
OMIT
ii ii u n n it it ii •!» a n M a a n a a a!n n DM a » n • a •!« « a « • • n • • «Jii n n » » - j u » » i o S « i u u M u « « i u n njii n n i i n n n n n m
' u»Hit • if M it»l
OMIT
alii a a ti a a a a • W< • a!u a B M • • n • • nil ;i n n it n » n a n i
A-IP
Prepared
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT C03POKATION rcur.
TITIB ENGINE INLET CONDITIONS
INPUT GROUP 8 R»port No.
TENINO - TEMP. OF OXID. FLUID AT ENGINE INLET
TENINH - TEMP. OF FUEL'FLUID AT ENGINE INLET
TLTQSO - TEMP, OF OXID, FLUID SURFACE IN TANK
TLTQSH - TEMP. OF FUEL FLUID SURFACE IN TANK








ii M ii M ii ii ii »!n a a M
TLIQS0
sanaa W n n a n a a
TLIQSH
n a a « J i i e a u « a < j «
PENT0L
• BULB u M • * n * • •i i a o M c t m a n n|>i n n ) 4 n n n a n «
OMIT
i i*|n it ii wit mi u n»|»i an»n»n« ia ) t ( r si n M • ap aa«Jn «o «««n •••Jn a OM>9*tiii»iilii uu M u xiBn n{n n n n n n n n n u
OMIT
n n n n n n t t n n n m
A-13
LMSC-A991396
NAMK OATK LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
TIME VALUES FOR TRANSIENT DATA
INPUT GROUP 9
TIMEA - TIME VALUES OF EVENTS IN TRANSIENT (UP TO 21)
FORMAT ((6E12.8))
TIMEA(I) TIMEA (2) TIMEA (NPTS)
OMIT
n n n r . n n r . n t t
OMIT
i M|II » uuittt 11 it it a|>mnMaana»a|>iaaMaai>aa«|4i ««*••««• n n n n n n n n m
OMIT
' i I I 4 i i ri « *fit un M« «ii n «m\tt aanaanaaaji[naaaaaaaa
A-
i a a uli a a M a• it a a »|n nn 74 nun nun
LMSC-A991396
MAMB LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
j
TITt
" PROPELLANT FLOWRATE HISTORY
INPUT GROUP 10 ((•pert N..
HDTFRO - FRACTION OF OXIDIZER FLOW RATE AT TIMEA(l)






• • • WDTFR0(NPTS






i I i 4 t i > i I nhi 11 u M n « n it ti aln a a a at
OMIT
i l i i i i i • t M|II u n M n » i> n n a|n oimaanaaajn ••»••••••/« «•«•<!<>•• M'u
A-;1?
i i B a M B i i it •• »ii n n n n n n n i t a
LMSC-A991396
OAT. LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
*•*•
ENGINE START THRUST HISTORY
INPUT GROUP 11





i t»|n ii u M nil n ti rt »|ji n B * » » n » a »|>i n n » » » D a » «Jn e « « • • o • • »|ii n o n • • n » n • r t> o « • « n • » "I" n n v r . n n r . n w
OMIT
i Nhi it n M it • i> u it a|n n i
OMIT
i nhi un Hit • 17 M nab
A-ID
LMSC-A991396




NPSPO - NET POSITIVE SUCTION PRESSURE FOR OXIDIZER
NPSPH - NET POSITIVE SUCTION PRESSURE FOR FUEL
FORMAT((6EL2.ft)) ' • •• '
PSI
PSI
NPSPJZ5(1) NPSP0(2) • • *
1
NPSP0(NPTS)
NOTE: NPSPH DATA START ON A NEW CARD
NPSPH( 1) NPSPH(2)




1 Bflt U D M a M R M B M H e 0 M H H I 7 t t H 7IJTI 71 rj M n 7i n r« n •
OMIT
i M In u u u n »11 n it »|n n a » a a n • a afn a a M a a n • » «|<i •««•••<>•• •!» • n M u • u a • B«I a u M 11 • •' on »|>i nnnnnnitnm
OMIT
i i i « i i i I i M|II mi HUM i» »«»l/in a »•• n »»«Jn ••*••• ••»•}« •• •••«•• MUM on ••!>•• m\nm a • • • « • »>i|ii
—__
LMSC-A991396
MAM* OAT« LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
TITLK ENGINE INLET
PRESSURE REQUIREMENTS
INPUT GROUP 13 U.j-ert M*.
PENMNO - MINIMUM ENGINE INLET OXID. PRESSURE VALUE AT TIMEA
PENMNH - MINIMUM ENGINE INLET FUEL PRESSURE VALUE AT TIMEA





• • • PENMN0(NPTS)
NOTE: START A NEW CARD FOR PENMNH DATA
/
PEMFH(l)
i i i i i i i i i njti u
PEWMUH(2)






.«'.,........ n e u M B M f l H n n|)i n rj >« is n n r. n «
OMIT
i M|II t iuHi»ni jui ia|nnD)«nanaaj4naax»aB»»j4i«o««aao«« aln BDHU»i>DMB»iaaMiiH»an «!ii n n » n n n n n i
OMIT
I' > i < l i i i i»|i ijtt «••«•«•• MII •aHBBR«M«liiBaMaHiia> n|)i nn)innn»nn
LMSC-A991396
NAM* OAT« LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION TTIMP. rc*M,
TITI.B.
NON-CONDENSIBLE PRESSURANT DATA
INPUT GROUP ih N..
PPDGOT - PART,PRESS. OF PRESSURANT GAS IN OXID. TANK
PPDGHT - PART,PRESS. OF PRESSURANT GAS IN FUEL TANK






NOTE: START A NEW CARD FOR PPDGHT
'pPDGHT(l)
1 1 1 4 | | I 1 1 1l{ll 1!
PPGHT(2)
j u u n i) n H xjii a a *
. .




• B(II u.n H • • n • a •n c o M B u n n i i n|>i n tj 7« r. n n r« n «o
OMIT
i i I u u u n n n u i lH B uw u » i> a • B«I n n > 4 n n n » i t H
OMIT
t i < i i i i i »|ii u n HUH n UK »!nnBEiaan»»4»i »•»••»•• 4« ••«<!•«•• M'II n u u o a a a m t t ^ a o m m m u mm »\n n n n n n n n n m
• A-19 ~~
LMSC-A991396
. MAMB LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PRESSURANT GAS TEMPERATURES
•INPUT GROUP 15
TDGOT - TEMP. OF PRESSURANT GAS, IF NONE-SET EQUAL TO TLIQSO + 5/DEG.R
TDGHT - TEMP.. OF PRESSURANT GAS, IF NONE-SET EQUAL TO TLIQSH'+ 5, DEG.R
FORMAT ((6E12.8)) - . •'- ' .
TDG0T(1)
i i i 1 1 t 1 1 i n In u i M it it n it n aln a axa a n a a x n a a M a a D a » « ( i i a < > « « « < 7 «
TDG0T(NPTS)
n e a M B B n a B SIM nm t n n n n n m
NOTE: START A NEW CARD FOR TDGHT
TDGHT(l)
1 1 1 4 1 1 ) 1 1 It'll U
TDGHT(2)
] u ii ii i) n n a|ii a a* i a n a a »n n a a a a i
TDGHT(WPTS)
n o a u n t i v o m n|>< n n x n n n r. n B
OMIT
i I I 4 i i > i i »|n u u M n » n it ii a|n aa»aanaaa{nBai iaai>aa«J n n i t n n n i i n u
OMIT
1
 I ) i i i > i i H|II u ii M it it n • it B|n iDBHaanaa afn a a D a a a a B 4441 • • • *i • a • 41 MII • u M n a n • a
_—
i n|n n n n
LMSC-A991396
OATK LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION WCMP. ffnu
End of Data for a Case
INPUT GROUP 16
there is another case to be processed following this one.
this is the last case of the run. Terminate processing and
return control to the computer operating'system: FORMAT .((1216))
IG00N
i i i 11 i > i I n n i i j U M U » n » « » n n D » » » n » a » n r n » » » D » » « «««•• i in n n i i n n n n n i i
.NO FOLLOWING DATA CARDS. ARE REQUIRED
OMIT
n!n u u M ii rtu 11 n »|:i a n » » » n » « »'ti » n x » » D » » «('<i e o « « • o • • »(ii B n n » • n » • • n B o M B • rm • n];i n n n r . n n r , n«
OMIT
»|ii it U U K M it it ii a l n o B M a a n " «<>«••<>•• •l •i>«aiii<u"i '<i" « » n n n n n n i t n *
OMIT
i nl i iu n HUN n w»»! i iBD»«»»n»»J t i •*«••••» •!«•••••«•• ««ii m a » t u m i i m m J » < m a n m m it • • »|n
. A - 2 1
